Minutes 9/7
Move to approve minutes.
Mary Ankenbruck: I move to amend the minutes where it says Jon McCain said something instead of Jon
McCan.
Search for minutes.
Ben Judge: I move to wait on amending the minutes until they are readily available.
Multiple seconds
Tony Greco: Move into questioning about bill 3-12
Torri Stanely: As a former member of events committee where does the events committee come back
among PRC and SAPB?
Tony Greco: This isn’t trying to replace SAPB this is more of a social events like hey lets socialize a little
informal marketing. We are also trying to break down PRC so it’s not a super committee.
Alan Hancock: For example this would do the breakfast as dinner
Tony Greco: this would be like that but more for working together with things like that.
Devin Bready: We are going to move to vote on this.
27-for
1-opposed
Motion passes events committee will be formed
Bill 4-12
-

Social Justice
Like the last bill this has been in the voice it was great to add campus accessibility to be.
Ben Judge: I move to amend to social Justice committee
Andrew Davis: Second
In Favor: Unanimous
Tony at this time will continue with questioning
Chris Gault: I’d like to point out that this committee gets twice as much money as any other
committee and just want to bring it up
Tony Greco: That came through the budget that was approved last week.
Mary Ankenbruck: this committee has large goals social justice has been a university goal
and this is something that USG should support. We want to make sure we can be seen as

-

someone who supports social justice and can be seen as someone standing up on the right
side of history.
Chris Gault: In the constitution it states that a chair is voted on by the committee.
Tony Greco: The writer of a bill can write it in and if the senate disagrees they can write it in
a different one.
Alan Hancock: In the constitution it says a committee chair can be a committee chair within
7 days of committee formation
Devin Bready: I entertain a motion to vote on this legislation
Ben Judge: So moved
Multiple seconds
In favor: 19
Abstaining:3
Opposed: 2

Bill 5-12
-

Tony: Just like the last two bills there haven’t been any changes
Alan Hancock: Will every committee member have to sit on the IUPUI food committee
Tony Greco: No not every member
Andrew Davis: SO that would be up to the committee chair
Maria Harlan: If you want to type in a last name its fields
Torri Stanley: I was a member of the campus food committee does this address the current
members of the committee
Tony Greco: How this committee fits in is that we need more students on the committee so
this is adding doesn’t directly impact IUPUI food committee
Torri Stanely: Do they have to be on the food committee if they are in the overall food
committee
Tony Greco: No they don’t. They have a choice.
Tony Greco: I move to entertain a motion
Ben Judge: So entertained.
Multiple seconds
In favor: 21
Opposed:1
Abstaining:

6-12 CRC Bill
-

Tony: We aren’t opposed to revising the constitution but setting senators aside is not the
movement we fill in going
Chris: I would like to stress that it’s not a requirement to have a CRC I feel its more
important than social justice or anything I feel that constitution is the most important
Himabindu Podila: Last year it said wasn’t done as much. So why don’t we try this out and if
its not the best way to happen then

-

-

-

-

James Wallis: There is no point in having a stand in committee unless we are going to revise
the constitution every week
Derik Taylor: Former CCRC chairman yeah we had our committee but we needed more input
and people didn’t feel the need to look and the committee doesn’t help at all. This is a job
for the senate as a whole otherwise you are getting a narrow view
Chris Gault: Looks like we will amend the constitution every week.
Tony Greco: We will not do this every week we don’t have any big schemes in our head.
Mary Ankenbruck: I think since we want to be represented by entire student organization so
we need to go to our orgs and get them to look at the constitution this committee just
creates more bureaucracy
Andrew Davis: Please don’t interrupt. We as senators are here for the undergraduates not
ourselves when you are here you are serving something bigger than yourself and saying that
you just want to focus on internal stuff is the biggest selfish thing you can do
Rishi Chandra: CRC last year just proposed amendments?
Tony Greco: Yes
Rishi Chandra: I don’t see a problem because we as a senate still vote on it.
Tony Greco: Having this committee standing pulls people away from other committees
Torri Stanley: Isn’t it possible instead of dissolving it to reassign it as an ad hoc committee so
we don’t have to get rid of it
Ben Judge: It can be reformed as an ad hoc committee later we are repeating ourselves
Andrew Davis: I move to close discussion and vote
Multiple second
IN favor:19
Opposed:1
Abstain:3

Bill 8012
-

-

Tony Greco: what’s going on here is there are a lot of rules and regulations according to
councils and I just felt that that is a lot of work and I felt this was a lot of unnecessary work
Let whoever the new secretary is focus on whatever they want to do. A lot of these have not
been enforced. Removing this makes everyone’s life easier. Summary of Bill.
Alan Hancock: I motion to change it to supported by Hannah Muldoon
Multiple seconds
Favor: unanimous
Chris Gault: I just think the idea that the idea that we haven’t done this in the past doesn’t
mean we should stop
Ben Judge: I agree with Chris that this needs to be done but I also agree that this is kind of
absurd.
Greg Paris: Publish these lines somewhere and say recommended for new start up

-

-

Mary Ankenbruck: I think of what we’ve seen today with just RSO and affidavits problems
this too is going to limit participation because you are going to have people saying we don’t
want to even do this
Lauren Schommer: Are we changing the lines?
Ben Judge: I move to table discussion
Multiple seconds
Passed

Safety and Violence committee
-

Tony Greco: if you look we have three members we can throw you on there and we can’t
vote without a 4th member and they can appoint their own chair
Erin Sass: Interest
Ben Judge: Motion
Multiple Second
Passed
Tony Greco: now this is a four member committee
Torri Stanley: I Would like to point out that the current title can be construed as safety
prevention
Voting to close discussion and move to voting
Moved and seconded
Passed
In favor: 23
Opposed:
Abstaining:

Secretary Debate/Discussion
-

-

-

Hannah Muldoon: ran in the spring, vacancy came and has become the interim secretary,
sending out the voice, updating the constitution, etc.
o Make sure that the process continues
o USG needs a bigger presence on campus
o Early textbook adoption
Chris Gault: senator for YAL last semester
o Make sure that the agenda goes out with the voice
o My point is that I see Hannah as a mouthpiece of Tony Greco
o I would be a different voice
It’s Devin’s fault that the agenda was late.
Hannah: not anybody’s mouthpiece
Ben Judge: stop making things personal. We are a professional organization and things do
not need to get personal
Mary Ankenbruck: what do you think you would do best based on the constitution

-

Hannah Muldoon: other things outline in constitution, has been working on keeping things
updated and transparency

-

Derek Taylor: Do either of you have experience?

-

Hannah: Went to PU, worked in Hawkins hall, secretary at a residence hall

-

Chris: Worked in California as a political consulting intern, also did secretary things such as
phone calls filing etc. Also secretary in young Americans

-

Candidates asked to step out.

-

Hannah Muldoon new USG secretary.

-

Ben Judge: I move to adjourn the meeting

-

Multiple Seconds

-

Devin Bready: Adjourns meeting.

